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CHAPTER FOUR  

 ALERT AREA 292 & SPECIAL USE AIRSPACES 

 

4.1  GENERAL INFORMATION 

 

    a.  The training area used by Pensacola Training Complex (PTC) 

aircraft is designated Alert Area 292 (A-292).  Figure 4-1 depicts how 

Pensacola TRACON divides the Alert Area.   

 

NOTE:  Due to the high volume of VFR traffic in A292 pilots should 
monitor area common frequencies whether IFR or VFR while operating 

within A292.   

 

 

 
 

 Alert Area 292 

Figure 4-1 
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    b.  A-292 Rotary-Wing Operating Altitudes contained in reference 

(f) are summarized in Fig 4-2 for reference. 

 

AREA DAY NIGHT 

1W/E Prohibited (Note 1) Surface-7,500 feet(Note 2) 

1H Surface-5,000 feet  Surface-7,500 feet  

2T (Note 3) Surface-4,000 feet  Southern area of 2T 

2H Surface-3,000 feet  Surface-5,000 feet  

3 (Note 4) Surface-1,399 feet  Surface-1,399 feet  

3H Surface-3,000 feet  Surface-3,000 feet  

V-198/241 Surface-3,000 feet  Surface-3,000 feet  

NOTE: 

1 Rotary-Wing aircraft are authorized to transit areas 1E and 1W 

only with appropriate ATC flight following, or for HURREVAC 

Operations.  CAUTION:  High density fixed-wing training.  Remain 

well clear of traffic patterns at the numerous airfields. 

2 Night operations shall remain well clear of traffic patterns at 

NOLF’s Saufley & Barin. 

3 BI training is authorized day or night in 2T east of HWY 191 

(Munson) and south of the Conecuh River up to 4,000 feet. 

4 Rotary-Wing traffic in the East Bay Operating Area should stay 

below 500 feet AGL whenever practicable.  Always maintain a 

minimum of 500 feet slant range to all dwellings.  Operations 

shall remain clear of Pensacola Class C & D airspace at NOLF 

Choctaw unless coordinated with appropriate ATC. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.1  Aerobatics/OCF 

 

    a.  When conducting aerobatics or OCF outside a MOA, care shall be 

taken to ensure these maneuvers are not performed over congested areas 

such as shopping centers, malls, schools, towns, or cities.   

 

        (1) Wahoo and Pelican:  Squawk 4700.  Resume a 1200 squawk 

when maneuvering is complete. 

 

        (2) Area 3:  Check in with TRACON required.  Expect a discrete 

squawk. 

 

        (3) Aircraft with known or suspected transponder mode C 

malfunction/failure shall not conduct aerobatics or OCF in the Wahoo 

working area or Area 3. 

 

        (4) Not authorized above any FAA Class C surface area (inner 

ring) or Class D.  Choctaw, a Navy controlled tower, is exempt from 

this restriction.  Operations inside a designated MOA are also exempt. 

 

4.1.2  Practice ELP Training   

 

Rotary Wing Altitudes in A292 

Figure 4-2 
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    a.  ELP training conducted to an unprepared surface is prohibited.  

Only one aircraft at a time may conduct ELP training to a closed NOLF.  

ELPs conducted to a closed NOLF shall wave off.  Wave-off shall be 

conducted by the IP. 

 

    b.  Courtesy calls shall be made when conducting ELP training to a 

closed NOLF over appropriate area common frequency.  If crash crew is 

on site, advise the crash crew of intentions over appropriate NOLF 

frequency. 

        

4.1.3  Transition Layers   

 

    a.  Pelican / NMOA working area: Two transition layers are bounded 

by the entire lateral area.  The “low transition layer” is between 

5,000’ MSL and 6,000’ MSL, and the “high transition layer” is between 

11,000’ MSL and 12,000’ MSL as depicted in Figure 4-3.  In the low 

transition layer, transit altitudes are 5,200’ MSL westbound and 

5,700’ MSL eastbound.  In the high transition layer, transit altitudes 

are 11,200’ MSL westbound and 11,700’ MSL eastbound.  These transition 

layers are used to ingress, egress, and transit to area Fox, Pelican, 

2T, and the NMOA.   

 

    b.  When in  Pelican / NMOA transition layers, aircraft should 

monitor 254.9 UHF/CH 12. 

 

    c.  Wahoo / SMOA working area: One transition layer exists between 

the Gator (less than 11,000’ MSL) and Wahoo areas as depicted in 

Figure 4-3.  Aircraft should transit westbound at 10,500’ MSL and 

eastbound at 9,500’ MSL after clearing the applicable Wahoo blocks or 

along block lines.  Below the Wahoo area aircraft should transit 

westbound at 4,500’ MSL and eastbound at 5,500’ MSL.  Aircraft 

desiring to transit at altitudes other than those listed above should 

do so at an appropriate altitude in accordance with VFR semi-circular 

rules and may transit through unused Wahoo blocks or along Wahoo 

border lines. Aircraft transiting through unused Wahoo blocks or along 

block lines shall make a traffic call on Wahoo Common. 

 
 

Example:  “(Call sign) transiting 1A/1B border at 9,500’ MSL.” 
 

    d.  When in  Wahoo / SMOA transition layers, aircraft should 

monitor 303.15 UHF/CH 8.  

  

    e.  There is no transition layer in Area 3.  Use appropriate VFR 

cruising altitudes and monitor appropriate frequency. 
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           High Transition 11,000’-12,000’         High Transition 10,000’-11,000’ 
               West 11,200’/ East 11,700’               West 10,500’/ East 9,500’* 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           *9,500’ eastbound only after 

clearing applicable Wahoo 

blocks or along block lines 

 

Working Areas and Transition Layers Altitude Depiction  

Figure 4-3 

 

 

4.2  NORTH MILITARY OPERATING AREA (NORTH MOA).  The Pensacola North 

MOA extends from 10,500’ MSL up to but not including FL 180 and is 

comprised of 12 blocks as depicted in Figure 4-4.  This airspace is 

directly over the Pelican working area.  Its purpose is to provide 

separation of PTC aircraft operating VFR above 10,000’ MSL and airway 

traffic under instrument flight rules (IFR).  Working airspace in the 

NMOA begins at 12,000’ MSL and extends upward to, but NOT INCLUDING FL 

180.   

 

EAGLE B ATCAA – Working blocks are the same as the NMOA and from FL180 

through FL190.  

 

EAGLE C ATCAA (Maintenance Area) – Lateral confines of the NMOA 

working blocks 2B/C and 3B/C from FL180 to FL310.  

 

NOTE:  Eagle B and Eagle C are not normally used for SNA flights. 

 

WARNING:  All dynamic maneuvers shall be planned for completion 

between 12,500’ MSL and 17,500’ MSL while operating in the NMOA 

airspace due to operations within the surrounding airspace.  

 

Area 2T 

SFC – 5,000’ 

Low Transition 5,000’-6,000’ 
West 5,200’ / East 5,700’ 

Pelican  

6,000’ – 11,000’ 

GATOR 
11,000’ – FL230 

N.MOA 
12,000’ – 17,999’ 

Wahoo  

6,000’ – 9,500’ 

Standard Transit Altitudes 
West 4,500’ / East 5,500’ 

 

Area 1 
SFC-6,000’ 
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NMOA Working Area 

Figure 4-4 

 

    a.  Military aircraft operating in the NMOA are considered to be 

MARSA, therefore Center will not issue traffic advisories between 

participating aircraft.  However, Air Traffic Control will provide 

separation from non-participating IFR traffic.  A clearance into the 

NMOA does not relieve participating pilots from the requirements of 

Visual Flight Rules (VFR) as prescribed in FAR Part 91.   

 

    b.  Aircraft operating in ATC assigned airspace must have an 

operating radar beacon transponder with altitude encoding capability 

and shall squawk the Mode 3 specified by Jacksonville Center and/or 

Pensacola TRACON.   

 

    c.  Authorized users must observe VFR upon egress from the 

Pensacola NMOA unless an IFR clearance has been obtained prior to 

1A 

North MOA 

 

(10,500’ – 17,999’ MSL) 

 

Airspace Used 

 

(12,000’ – 17,999’ MSL) 

 

EAGLE B ATCAA 

 

(FL180 through FL190) 

 

Transition Layer 

 

(11,000’ – 12,000’ MSL) 

 

371.9/CH 15 NMOA 

Common 

2A 

3A 

4A 

1B 

2B 

3B 

4B 

1C 

2C 

3C 

4C 
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exiting.  (An IFR clearance is only in effect once the aircraft 

reaches 11,000’ MSL unless instructed differently by ATC). 

 

    d.  Deviations from the procedures contained herein are authorized 

only after prior and/or real-time coordination has been accomplished. 

 

4.2.1  NMOA ENTRY PROCEDURES 

 

    a.  From NASWF VFR 

 

        (1) Pilots will file an NSE-2 stereo route.  Use the 

appropriate VFR departure headings described in section 3.6.1.a.  

Expect to climb and maintain 4,500’ MSL and expect higher (10,000’ 

MSL).  Comply with all heading and altitude assignments, advising ATC 

of deviations to remain VMC. 

 

        (2) At or below 10,000’ MSL, TRACON will direct aircraft to 

contact JAX center (monitor) on 134.15 VHF/338.3 UHF/CH 16.  Pilots 

will switch to JAX center and request a block: 

 

“JAX center, (call sign), request (block).” 

 

NOTE:  Aircraft requiring more than one block may coordinate request 

with JAX center (monitor).  

 

Caution:  If communication is delayed contacting JAX Center for 

clearance into NMOA while VFR, aircraft should maintain last assigned 

heading and altitude until intercepting the northeast line that 

divides B and C Blocks.  Fly northeast along the line and make an 

advisory call on CH 12.  Once in contact with JAX Center, make request 

and continue with paragraph (3). 

 

WARNING:  Aircraft utilizing more than one block in the Pelican shall 

avoid using a B and C Block together. 

 

        (3) Once cleared into the NMOA by JAX center, climb to the 

appropriate transition altitude. 

 

        (4) Aircraft will proceed to the lateral confines of assigned 

block, climb to block working altitudes and switch to NMOA common 

371.9 UHF/CH 15.   

 

    b.  From NASWF IFR 

 

        (1) Pilots will file an NSE-1 stereo route.  Use the departure 

headings as listed in section 3.6.1.a or as assigned by ATC until 

vectored to the NMOA.  Expect to climb and maintain 4,000’ MSL and 

expect further clearance to 10,000’ MSL.  Comply with all ATC heading 

and altitude instructions. 

 

        (2) Block request and assignment will be exactly the same as 

VFR entry procedures.  When cleared into the NMOA by JAX Center 
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(monitor), ensure VMC can be maintained and monitor North MOA Common 

(371.9 UHF/CH 15).  Cancel IFR clearance once VMC can be maintained.  

IFR clearance is automatically canceled upon entering the NMOA.  If 

unable to attain or maintain VMC once in the NMOA, coordinate with JAX 

Center (monitor) on 134.15 VHF/338.3 UHF/CH 16 for further clearance.   

 

Caution:  If communication is delayed contacting JAX Center for 

clearance into NMOA while IFR, aircraft shall maintain last assigned 

heading and altitude.  If VMC, and IFR has not been canceled, pilot 

maintains responsibility to see and avoid traffic if a conflict 

arises.  Once in contact with JAX, make request and continue with 

paragraph (3).  

 

        (3) Once cleared into the NMOA by ATC climb to the appropriate 

transition altitude for direction of flight. 

 

        (4) Aircraft will proceed via the appropriate transition 

altitude until within the lateral confines of assigned block, then 

climb to block working altitudes and switch to NMOA common 371.9 

UHF/CH 15 UHF.   

 

NOTE:  If Pensacola Approach or JAX Center delays clearance into the 

North MOA, remain alert for possible maneuvering traffic in the 

Pelican working area.  Request a deviation with ATC as needed.   

 

WARNING:  Advise Pelican traffic of potential conflict on 254.9 UHF/ 

CH 12. 

 

    c.  RANDOM ENTRIES.  Request entry from JAX Center (monitor) on 

134.15 VHF/338.3 UHF/CH 16 while outside the NMOA lateral boundaries 

or below 12,000’ MSL.  When cleared into the NMOA by JAX Center, 

follow normal NMOA entry procedures. 

 

    d.  NMOA SEPARATION PROCEDURES:  Due to the proximity of Victor 
airways surrounding the NMOA, pilots working near the external borders 
of the airspace must ensure they do not spill-out of their assigned 
working block.   
 

    e.  BLOCK CHANGES:  Aircraft requesting to transition from their 
assigned block to another shall make their request through JAX center 
(monitor) on 134.15/338.3 CH 16.  MOA monitor will advise if another 
block is available, and if so, will provide transition instructions.   
 
    f.  EAGLE B ATCAA PROCEDURES:  Shall only be included with the 
activation of a corresponding NMOA working block(s).  All 
participating aircraft are considered to be MARSA within EAGLE B.  

Pilots can activate EAGLE B above their block by requesting as 
follows: 
 

“JAX center, (call sign), request Eagle Bravo (block).” 
 

As soon as EAGLE B is no longer needed, pilot shall release airspace 
to JAX center by stating: 
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“JAX center, (call sign), clear of EAGLE BRAVO.” 
 

    g.  EAGLE C ATCAA PROCEDURES (Maintenance Area):  The lateral 
confines of NMOA working blocks 2B/C and 3B/C from FL180 to FL310 (or 
as assigned by ATC).  EAGLE C ATCAA is restricted to one aircraft at 

any one time and is used primarily for maintenance flights. 
 
        (1) Entry Procedures:  TRACON will hand off aircraft to JAX 
center approaching ROMEK, JAX center will clear aircraft to FL230.  
JAX center will then clear aircraft to FL250 or FL310 and into EAGLE C 
by stating: 
 

“(call sign), cleared EAGLE C, maintain (altitude).” 
 

        (2) Exit Procedures:  Pilot will request descent at least (5) 
minutes in advance.  Aircraft will be directed to switch to NMOA 
monitor frequency 134.15 VHF/338.3 UHF/CH 16, JAX center (monitor) 
will clear aircraft to 12,000’ MSL by stating: 
 

“(call sign), cleared NMOA 4C, descend and maintain 12,000’ MSL.” 
 

Aircraft shall exit EAGLE C by flying from block 3C to block 4C and 
crossing the 3C/4C boundary line at or above FL180.  Pilot shall 
report leaving FL180 and:  cancel IFR, or request to remain IFR in VMC 
conditions, or request to work in NMOA.  Pilot shall remain within 
working block 4C until leaving 12,000’ MSL. 

 

4.2.2  NMOA DEPARTURE PROCEDURES:  Upon completion of operations in the 

NMOA aircraft may exit the MOA utilizing any of the procedures described 

below.   

    a.  VFR EXIT PROCEDURES (Random departures).  When aircraft are 

ready to depart NMOA working block, make appropriate call to JAX 

center (monitor) on 134.15 VHF/338.3 UHF/CH 16: 

 

“JAX center, (call sign), request random descent VFR.” 

 

JAX center’s reply: “(call sign), roger, report leaving 12,000’ MSL.” 

 

“JAX center, (call sign), leaving 12,000’ MSL.” 

 

JAX center’s reply: “(call sign), squawk 1200, frequency change 

approved.” 

 

Radar services are terminated upon squawking 1200.  Aircraft will now 

transit in the high transition layer and monitor the frequency 

appropriate for the route of flight.  Aircraft may depart the 

transition layer laterally, coordinate a descent through an unused 

Pelican block or descend along Pelican border lines. 

 

NOTE:  Be vigilant when descending through course rules corridors or 

Fox Area below Pelican. 
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        (1) When descending along Pelican block borders, advise 

Pelican traffic referencing to the blocks on both sides.  For example, 

the border between 2A and 3A could be referred to as the “2A and 3A 

border.”  Make an advisory call while in the transition layer before 

beginning a descent.  No response is required from aircraft 

established in the Pelican blocks unless a potential conflict exists.  

Use caution for formation aircraft using more than one block.  After 

descending to the low transition layer, transit at the appropriate 

altitude for the direction of flight.  

 

Example:  “(Call sign) descending 2A/3A border.” 

 

    b.  IFR EXIT PROCEDURES.  When aircraft are ready to depart NMOA 

working block and receive an IFR clearance, make appropriate call to 

JAX center (monitor) on 134.15 VHF/338.3 UHF/CH 16: 

 

“JAX center, (call sign), request IFR recovery to (destination)”. 

 

Pilot shall:  remain within the lateral confines of the assigned block 

until reaching 11,000’ MSL, maintain MARSA until reaching 11,000’ MSL, 

proceed as cleared upon reaching 11,000’ MSL. 

 

4.2.3  MARSA PROCEDURES.  If JAX Center is unable to provide 

monitoring of the NMOA (i.e., radar down, excessive traffic, etc.), 

flight into the NMOA is still permitted, provided the weather in the 

NMOA is VMC utilizing the transition layer and block procedures 

described in this chapter.  Aircraft will be operating under MARSA 

without ATC control.  Aircraft must self-announce and coordinate 

blocks on 371.9 UHF/CH 15 when operating under these conditions. 

 

    a.  Entries from NASWF under MARSA: 

 

        (1) If North Field is VFR, depart Whiting VFR, after canceling 

advisories, squawk 1200 and enter the NMOA VFR.  Maintain VMC and 

monitor North MOA Common 371.9 UHF/CH 15. 

 

        (2) If North Field is IFR, depart using NSE-1 or other IFR 

clearance, once VMC cancel IFR and squawk 1200.  Climb and maintain 

VFR into the NMOA and monitor North MOA Common (371.9 UHF) CH 15 

 

    b.  Recoveries to NASWF under MARSA: 

 

        (1) NORTH FIELD IS VFR.  Make a random departure followed by a 

course rules recovery from the North. 

 

        (2) NORTH FIELD IS IFR.  Make random departure out of the 

NMOA, leveling off to maintain VMC.  Contact Pensacola Approach 

approximately 20 NM north of NSE and request an IFR recovery to NASWF. 

 

    c.  Entries from other than NASWF under MARSA can enter VFR and 

monitor North MOA Common 371.9 UHF/CH 15. 
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    d.  Recoveries under MARSA not terminating at NASWF can use a 

random departure (maintain VMC). 

 

4.3  PELICAN WORKING AREA.  An area of training airspace that is a 

subset of AREA 292 and consists of 12 adjoining blocks depicted in 

Figure 4-5.  This airspace is directly underneath the NMOA and extends 

from 6,000’ MSL to 11,000’ MSL within the same lateral confines as the 

NMOA.  Blocks 1B and 4C are not used for training and are primarily 

used for ingress and egress of the airspace.  All aircraft operating 

in the Pelican working area will monitor Pelican and Fox Common on 

254.9/CH 12.   

 

WARNING:  All dynamic maneuvers shall be planned for completion 

between 6500’ MSL and 10,500’ MSL while operating in the Pelican 

airspace due to operations within the surrounding airspace.  

 

WARNING:  Although the Pelican working area is within the confines of 

Alert Area 292, it is not protected airspace.  Non-TW-5 aircraft do 

not recognize the boundaries of the Pelican working area.  To prevent 

the potential for a mid-air collision, aircrews must exercise 

vigilance and apply See-and-avoid principles.  

 

4.3.1  ENTRY PROCEDURES 

 

    a.  Aircraft should enter the Pelican working area utilizing 

either the low or high transition layers.  Make traffic calls and 

determine available blocks on Pelican Common Frequency 254.9 UHF/    

CH 12.   

 

Example:  "Anyone working 3A?"   

 

NOTE:  Additional calls may be required to ensure block is not 

occupied. 

 
    b.  Proceed to the desired working block.  Once established within 
the block make an advisory call on Pelican Common.   
 

Example:  “(Call sign) established 3A.”   
 

    c.  If weather precludes use of the transition altitudes, aircraft 
may transit along block lines by making a traffic call on Pelican 
Common. 
 

Example:  “(Call sign) transiting 1B/2B at 7,500’ MSL.” 
 
4.3.2  PELICAN WORKING AREA SEPARATION PROCEDURES.  Aircraft will 

ensure separation by remaining within their block(s) and self-

announcing if they inadvertently vacate their block.  No ATC traffic 

separation is provided between military aircraft or between military 

and civilian aircraft operating in the Pelican working area.  Standard 

VFR “see and avoid” principles apply.  Aircraft shall squawk 4700 as 

required by maneuvers. 
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WARNING:  Aircraft utilizing more than one block in the Pelican area 

shall avoid using a B and C block together. 

 

4.3.3  PELICAN WORKING AREA DEPARTURE PROCEDURES.  Aircraft should 

exit the Pelican working area either laterally or by descending within 

their blocks to the transition layer.  When exiting a Pelican block, 

an advisory call may be made, if warranted, but it is not required. 

 

WARNING:  Air Force traffic routinely uses VR 1082/1084/1085 (The full 

description and GPS depiction is in the AP-1B.  Refer to the Pensacola 

Training Area Chart for pictorial depiction.)  Aircraft on these 

routes fly generally northwest at 100’ AGL to 1,500’ AGL while 

monitoring 255.4 UHF.  Aircraft utilizing these routes should check in 

on Area 2 Common (254.9 UHF/CH 12) immediately prior to entering the 

area.  After the call on Area 2 common these aircraft will return to 

monitoring 255.4 on UHF. 

 

 
 

Ground References in the Pelican Area 

Figure 4-5 
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4.4  SOUTH MILITARY OPERATING AREA (SOUTH MOA/PNSS/GATOR AREA) 

 

    a.  The operational limits of the Pensacola South MOA and  

associated ATCAA are bounded north by a line 4 NM south of V198, west 

by a line from Loxley to Fort Morgan, south along the NPA 272 radial, 

and east by a line running along the west side of Garcon Point 

Peninsula.  Working altitudes for the Gator Area are 11,000’ MSL to 

23,000’ MSL.  

 

NOTE:  Actual South MOA eastern boundary extends to Eglin R-2915 and 

is from 10,000’ MSL to 23,000’ MSL.  By letter of agreement, the 

operational area (Gator Area) of the South MOA is confined to that 

described above.  

 

    b.  The operational area of the Pensacola South MOA called the 

“Gator Area” is sub-divided into 11 working blocks and is 

depicted in Figure 4-6. 

 

    c.  Aircraft operating within the Gator Area shall use the 

local altimeter setting.  When the local altimeter setting is below 

29.92, 22,000’ MSL shall be the highest useable working altitude 

within the Gator Area. 

 

    d.  Aircraft shall be responsible for operating within the 

confines of their assigned block(s) within the South MOA.  

Frequency 360.725 UHF/CH 29 is allocated for utilization in the 

South MOA.  On a workload-permitting basis Pensacola Approach 

(MOA monitor) will issue boundary and traffic advisories on 

frequency 120.05 VHF/372.0 UHF/CH 28 and 360.725 UHF/CH 29.  The 

MOA monitor will not normally monitor 360.725 UHF/CH 29 except 

when issuing boundary and traffic advisories. 

 

    e.  IFR clearances are automatically canceled upon entering the 

South MOA, and operations within the South MOA shall be 

conducted VFR.  Aircrews are responsible to advise ATC in the 

event VFR cannot be maintained. 

 

4.4.1  South MOA (GATOR AREA) entry/transition procedures.  Entry 

points and transition lines are depicted in Figure 4-6.  NASWF 

aircraft file an NSE 4 or NSE 5 for entry into the Gator Area.  

Pensacola Approach (MOA monitor) on frequency 372.0 UHF or 120.05 VHF/ 

CH 28 will transition aircraft to/from assigned block(s) and issue 

Gator Clearance as follows: 

 

    a.  Via vectors to intercept lines A, B, C, 1, or 2 around 

active blocks: 
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Pensacola Approach: “(Call Sign) fly heading 330°, intercept LINE 

CHARLIE, maintain 

(altitude), expect TWO CHARLIE.”  

 

Then, “GATOR TWO CHARLIE, frequency change approved.” 

 

    b.  Via direct points A, B, C, D, E, F, H, or I to intercept 

transition lines A, B, C, 1, or 2 around active blocks: 

 

Pensacola Approach: “(Call Sign) proceed direct to point FOXTROT, 

transition via LINE CHARLIE, Maintain (altitude), expect TWO CHARLIE.”  

Then, “GATOR TWO CHARLIE, frequency change approved.” 

 

NOTE:  Pensacola Approach (MOA monitor) may clear an aircraft via more 

than one line to a block.  For example, an aircraft might be 

instructed to proceed to block 2A via lines B and 1. 

 

    c.  Via radar vectors and/or assigned altitude through 

inactive blocks: 

 

Pensacola Approach:  “(Call Sign) fly heading 360°, maintain 13,000, 

GATOR TWO CHARLIE, Frequency change approved.” 

 

NOTE:  Aircraft transitioning via radar vectors and/or assigned 

altitude will maintain assigned heading and altitude until reaching 

their assigned block(s), upon which a climb or descent may be 

initiated as appropriate.  MARSA is cancelled and MOA monitor shall 

ensure appropriate radar separation between aircraft on assigned 

vectors/altitudes through inactive blocks and other participating 

aircraft. 

 

    d.  Gator Clearance authorizes aircraft to climb and/or 

descend from assigned altitude and maneuver only after the aircraft is 

established inside the lateral confines of assigned working block(s). 

Maintain assigned altitude and heading until established in working 

block(s). 

 

    e.  All aircraft will monitor 360.725 UHF/CH 29 while in the Gator 

Area. 

 

4.4.2  South MOA (GATOR AREA) exit procedures.  Aircraft requesting 

clearance out of the Gator Area shall contact Pensacola Approach (MOA 

monitor) on 120.05 or 372.0 CH 28 and advise their intentions prior to 

leaving their working area.  VHF equipped aircraft should make exit 

requests on 120.05 and continue to monitor 360.725 UHF/CH 29 until 

clear of the Gator Area.  UHF-only aircraft will make exit requests on 

372.0 UHF/CH 28 Aircraft shall remain within their assigned block(s) 

until given exit instructions by MOA monitor. 

    a.  Exit procedures (VFR).  When aircraft are ready to depart SMOA 

working block, make appropriate call to Pensacola Approach (MOA 

monitor) on 120.05 VHF/372.0 UHF/CH 28: 
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“Pensacola Approach, (call sign) complete in block ___, cancel VFR 

advisories.” 

 

Radar services are terminated upon squawking 1200.  Aircraft will now 

transit in the high transition layer and monitor the frequency 

appropriate for the route of flight.  Aircraft may depart the 

transition layer laterally, coordinate a descent through an unused 

Wahoo block or descend along Wahoo border lines. 

 

NOTE:  Aircraft descending below 10,000’ MSL south of blocks 2A/2B 

should be aware of potential traffic conflicts with NAS Pensacola 

based aircraft setting up for VFR course rules over Jack Edwards 

Airport (KJKA) and both inbound and outbound IFR traffic between TEEZY 

and TRADR.  

 

        (1) When descending along Wahoo block borders, advise Wahoo 

traffic referencing to the blocks on both sides.  For example, the 

border between 2A and 3A could be referred to as the “2A and 3A 

border.”  Make an advisory call while in the transition layer before 

beginning a descent.  No response is required from aircraft 

established in the Pelican blocks unless a potential conflict exists.  

Use caution for formation aircraft using more than one block.  After 

descending below the Wahoo area, transit at the appropriate altitude 

for the direction of flight.  

 

Example:  “(Call sign) descending 2A/3A border.” 

 

NOTE:  Aircraft requesting VFR flight following after leaving the MOA 

will coordinate that request with Pensacola Approach (MOA monitor) on 

120.05 VHF/372.0 UHF/CH 28, ten minutes prior to departing the Gator 

Area. 

 

    b.  Exit procedures (IFR).  Contact Pensacola Approach (MOA 

monitor) on 120.05 VHF/CH 28 (Primary) or 372.0 UHF/CH 28 (Secondary) 

with intentions: 

 

“Pensacola Approach, (call sign) complete in block 1A, with (ATIS 

code) request vectors GPS 14 North Whiting full stop.” 

       

       (1) Pensacola Approach will issue a clearance to depart the 

Gator Area via transition lines and/or via transition altitude. 

 

Pensacola Approach:  “(Call Sign), maintain (altitude), intercept line 

CHARLIE southbound, depart point Foxtrot heading 180°.” 

 

NOTE:  Aircraft are still under MARSA rules with MOA aircraft.  To the 

extent practical, VHF equipped aircraft should make exit requests on 

120.05 VHF/CH 28 and continue to monitor 360.725 UHF/CH 29 for MOA 

traffic.  
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        (2) Time and traffic permitting, Pensacola Approach may issue 

a clearance directly from the working sector with a vector and 

altitude. 

 

Pensacola Approach: “(Call Sign), fly heading 180°, descend and 

maintain (altitude).” 

 

NOTE:  Aircraft will comply with ATC-assigned heading and altitude 

immediately.  MARSA is cancelled and ATC shall ensure appropriate 

radar separation between exiting aircraft on assigned 

vectors/altitudes and other participating aircraft. 

 

    c.  Block changes.  Aircraft requesting to transition from 

one block to another shall make their request to the MOA Monitor on 

120.05 or 372.0. (CH 28) MOA monitor will advise if another block is 

available, and if so, will provide transition instructions: 

 

Pensacola Approach:  “(Call Sign) transition via line 2 to block TWO 

CHARLIE LOW.” 

 

 
 

SOUTH MOA/PNSS/GATOR AREA 

Transition Lines/Entry Points 

Figure 4-6 
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4.4.3  TRAWING FIVE Gator Area Lost Comm Procedures 

 

    a.  Aircraft who HAVE NOT received a Gator Clearance and are able 

to maintain VMC, proceed VFR to NSE at or above 3,500’ MSL for a PEL 

to the runway in use or the departure runway if the active runway is 

unknown. 

 

    b.  Aircraft who HAVE NOT received a Gator Clearance and are 

unable to maintain VMC, maintain last assigned altitude and proceed 

direct MERTY, or ANTUA.  Enter holding at MERTY, or ANTUA as published 

and execute a descent to the depicted altitude for the RNAV approach 

to the runway in use or the departure runway if the active runway is 

unknown.   

 

    c.  Aircraft who HAVE received a Gator Clearance and are able to 

maintain VMC, descend VFR until below the working areas then proceed 

to NSE at or above 3,500’ MSL for a PEL to the runway in use or the 

departure runway if the active runway is unknown.  

 

    d.  Aircraft who HAVE received a Gator Clearance and are unable to 

depart the MOA VMC, should descend to lowest VMC altitude (minimum of 

11,000’ MSL).  Proceed via transition lines 1 or 2 to Points D, or E.  

At Points D or E, descend to 9,000’ MSL and proceed direct MERTY, or 

ANTUA.  Enter holding at MERTY, or ANTUA as published and execute a 

shuttle descent to the depicted altitude for the RNAV approach to the 

runway in use if known, or the departure runway if the active runway 

is unknown.  Conduct ILS or RNAV approach to the runway in use or the 

departure runway if the active runway is unknown.  For runways 5 and 

32, use circling maneuver from RNAV 14 or 23 respectively. 

 

    g.  Aircraft experiencing radio failure must squawk 7600. 

 

4.4.4  TRAWING SIX/479
th
 Gator Area Lost Comm Procedures  

 

**FOR TRAWING SIX ONLY** 

 

    a.  Aircraft that HAVE NOT received a Gator Clearance and are able 

to proceed VMC should return to NPA via the Course Rules using the 

active runway if known or the departure runway if the active runway is 

unknown.  

 

    b.  Aircraft that HAVE NOT received a Gator Clearance and are 

unable to maintain VMC, shall proceed to the NPA TACAN (GPS equipped 

aircraft will use associated LAT/LONG coordinates) at last assigned 

altitude and execute a TACAN/GPS approach to the runway in use if 

known, or the departure runway if the active runway is unknown (for 

RWY 19, TACAN 7L circle to RWY 19). 

 

    c.  Aircraft operating in the Gator Area, who are able to maintain 

VMC should descend VFR until below their working area, then proceed 
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via the "Course Rules" to the runway in use if known or the departure 

runway if the active runway is unknown.   

 

    d.  Aircraft who are unable to proceed to NPA VMC while operating 

in the Gator Area shall depart the lateral confines of the MOA 

southbound via the closest north/south transition line and descend to 

11,000’ MSL.  Upon departing the lateral confines of the MOA, proceed 

direct to the initial approach fix and execute a TACAN/GPS approach to 

the runway in use if known, or the departure runway if the active 

runway is unknown (for RWY 19, TACAN 7L circle to RWY 19). 

 

    e.  Aircraft experiencing radio failure shall squawk 7600. 

 

4.5 WAHOO WORKING AREA.  An area of training airspace that is a subset 

of AREA 292 and consists of 6 adjoining blocks depicted in Figure 4-7.  

This airspace is directly underneath the SMOA rows 1-3, A and B 

columns. Wahoo extends from 6,000’ MSL to 9,500’ MSL within the same 

lateral confines as the western SMOA.  Blocks 1A and 2A are priority 

usage for TW-6.  Block 3A has been modified to remain clear of the 

TRADR-TEEZY corridor.  All aircraft operating in the Wahoo working 

area will monitor Wahoo/ Area 1 Common on 303.150/CH 8.   

 

WARNING:  All dynamic maneuvers shall be planned for completion 

between 6,500’ MSL and 9,500’ MSL while operating in the Wahoo 

airspace due to operations within the surrounding airspace. Be 

advised, eastbound aircraft may be transiting at 9,500’ along block 

lines or through unused Wahoo blocks. 

 

WARNING:  Although the Wahoo working area is within the confines of 

Alert Area 292, it is not protected airspace.  Non-TW-5 aircraft do 

not recognize the boundaries of the Wahoo working area.  To prevent 

the potential for a mid-air collision, aircrews must exercise 

vigilance and apply see-and-avoid principles.  

 

NOTE:  Aircrew shall not conduct aerobatics over congested populated 

areas while operating in the Wahoo working area.  While HWY 59 South 

is depicted on the diagram below, a portion of HWY 59 South resides 

over congested civilian areas.  Work over portions that are less 

developed.  

 
 

4.5.1  ENTRY PROCEDURES 

 

    a.  Aircraft should enter the Wahoo working area from above, 

below, or clearing blocks enroute.  Make traffic calls and determine 

available blocks on Wahoo Common.   

 

Example:  "Anyone working 1B?"   

 

NOTE:  Additional calls may be required to ensure block is not 

occupied. 
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    b.  Proceed to the desired working block.  Once established within 
the block, make an advisory call on Wahoo Common.   
 

Example:  “(Call sign) established 1B.”   
 

    c.  Aircraft may transit along block lines by making a traffic 
call on Wahoo Common. 
 

Example:  “(Call sign) transiting 1A/1B at 7,500’ MSL.” 
 
4.5.2  WAHOO WORKING AREA SEPARATION PROCEDURES.  Aircraft will ensure 

separation by remaining within their block(s) and self-announcing if 

they inadvertently vacate their block.  No ATC traffic separation is 

provided between military aircraft or between military and civilian 

aircraft operating in the Wahoo working area.  Standard VFR “see and 

avoid” principles apply.  Aircraft shall squawk 4700 as required by 

maneuvers. 

 

4.5.3  WAHOO WORKING AREA DEPARTURE PROCEDURES.  Aircraft should exit 

the Wahoo working area either laterally or by descending within their 

blocks to the appropriate VFR transition altitude.  When exiting a 

Wahoo block, an advisory call may be made, if warranted, but it is not 

required. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wahoo (green)/Area 1 

Transition Lines/Entry Points 

Figure 4-7 
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4.6 AREA ONE (1) 

    a.  Area 1 is the airspace below and adjacent to the Wahoo working 

area exclusive of Area 1H.  It is bounded on the north by V-198; on 

the east from a point west of Molino along HWY 29 South to I-10, and 

south to the southern end of Crescent Lake; on the south by Bayou 

Marcus Creek until it enters Perdido Bay, along the east shore of 

Perdido Bay, across the Lillian HWY Bridge, west along the north side 

of the Intracoastal Waterway to Jack Edwards Airport, and southwest 

from Jack Edwards Airport to Mobile Point; and on the west by a line 

drawn from Mobile Point, northward to the city of Fairhope, where the 

West boundary conforms to the contour of Mobile Bay.  Area 1 is 

divided into two sections, 1W and 1E.  The dividing line is Line B as 

depicted in Figure 4-7.  1W extends from the surface to 6,000’ MSL and 

is primarily used for transit.  1E extends from the surface to 11,000’ 

MSL and is used for both transit and Instrument Stage operations.  

Aerobatics are prohibited in Area 1. 

 

    b.  Aircraft transiting in the vicinity of Saufley VOR should 

contact other fixed wing instrument training aircraft on RI Common 

274.7 UHF/CH 18 and monitor other instrument aircraft on Pensacola 

Approach (118.6 VHF/CH 11).  Instrument Stage aircraft work up to a 

10-NM radius around Saufley VOR between 4,500’ and 9,500’ MSL.  

 

    c.  Aircraft transiting on course rules to Area 1 north of I-10, 

5,000’ MSL and below, should be alert for helicopters performing 

instrument training.  Aircraft transiting above 5,000’ MSL should be 

alert for IFR commercial traffic descending to Pensacola International 

and aircraft performing precision aerobatics.  

 

 
 

Area 1 Tower Hazards 

Figure 4-8 

 

WARNING:  The MEF (Maximum Elevation Figure) for Northern area 1E/W is 
2,200’ MSL due to several towers along I-10 (antenna farm). 
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WARNING:  Be alert for TRAWING SIX Formation traffic working in the 

formation area south of the beach line in R-2908. 

 

NOTE:  The southern beach line in Area 1 is not in A-292.  

Additionally, R-2908 (Blue Angel practice area) Northern boundary runs 

from Mobile Point eastward to just south of Jack Edwards Airport. 

 

4.6.1  Area 1 Reference Lines.  The section lines are listed below.  

See Figure 4-9 for depiction.   

 

    a.  North of Point Clear.  Eastern bank of Mobile Bay from Point 

Clear to I-10.  Conflicts:  V-198 immediately north of the section 

line.   I-10 is within 4 NM of airway centerline. 

 

    b.  South of Point Clear.  Eastern bank of Mobile Bay from Point 

Clear to Weeks Bay. 

 

    c.  Weeks to Oyster.  Eastern bank of Bon Secour Bay from Weeks 

Bay to Oyster Bay.  Conflicts: VFR and IFR traffic from point TRADR to 

Sherman Field. 

 
    d.  Highway 98.  Over HWY 98 from east of NOLF Barin to the 

Lillian Highway Bridge.  Conflicts:  ELPs to Barin, Course Rules to 

Chicken Ranch, Class C airspace approx. 4 NM west of Lillian Highway 

Bridge.   

 

    e.  59 North.  Over HWY 59 from Robertsdale to I-10.  Conflicts:  

ELPs to Summerdale OLF, traffic entering Area 1, Course rules to 

Chicken Ranch.   

 

    f.  59 Central.  Over HWY 59 from Foley Outlet Center to 

Robertsdale.  Conflicts:  ELPs to Summerdale and Barin OLFs.   

 

    g.  59 South.  Over HWY 59 from the Inter-coastal Waterway to the 

Foley outlet center.  Conflicts:  Sherman Course Rules, ELPs to Barin 

OLF, civilian traffic into Jack Edwards. 

 

    h.  I-10.  Over I-10 from a point directly north of NOLF 

Summerdale to Coastal Airport.  Conflicts:  Traffic entering Area 1 

and traffic enroute to the Chicken Ranch.   
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4.7  AREA FOX. (Area Fox is used for basic formation training.)  

  

    a.  Area Fox consists of airspace beneath Pelican blocks 2A and 

3A, from 1,000’ MSL to 5,000’ MSL and 1A and 4A from 3,000’ MSL to 

5,000’ MSL.  The 3,000’ MSL to 5,000’ MSL blocks are split between the 

north and south (1A/2A or 3A/4A).  The airspace beneath Pelican blocks 

1A and 2A are referred to as “North” and the blocks under 3A and 4A as 

“South” (see Figure 4-10).  Fixed Wing aircraft shall not fly below 

3,000’ MSL in block 4A due to 2H traffic.  Block 1A is not used for 

formation training below 3,000’ MSL to facilitate entries into NOLF 

Evergreen. 

 

    b.  TRAWING SIX operations in Area Fox consist primarily of 

navigator training routes.  TRAWING SIX aircraft shall self-announce 

and comply with transiting guidelines established in 4.7.2. 

 

Area 1 Common Reference Lines 

NOTE:  Not to scale. 

Figure 4-9 

Figure 4-7 
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4.7.1  Basic Formation Flights.  Basic formation flights are conducted 

at 1,500’ MSL, 2,500’ MSL, 3,500’ MSL or 4,500’ MSL referred to as Fox 

1, 2, 3 and 4.  Solo formation training flights are prohibited below 

2,500’ MSL, except for course rules.   

 

4.7.2  Entry Procedures.  Aircraft shall enter the Fox working area 

laterally at their chosen working altitude or from the transition 

layer located above Fox between 5,000’ MSL and 6,000’ MSL.  The 

transition layer overlays the entire lateral area of the Pelican 

working area and Fox and may be used for ingress, egress or transit.  

Aircraft using this transition layer will transit at 5,200’ MSL 

westbound and 5,700’ MSL eastbound.  Aircraft operating in the 

Pelican/Fox working area or the transition layer will monitor and use 

254.9 UHF/CH 12 to make traffic calls and determine available 

altitudes.  If weather precludes use of the transition altitudes, 

aircraft may transit along the border lines between blocks by making a 

traffic call on 254.9 UHF/CH 12. 

 

Example: "Fox traffic, state working altitudes." 

 

“Vegas flight, working Fox 4 South” 

 

4.7.3  Fox Working Area Separation Procedures.  For working altitudes 

above 3,000’ MSL, the Fox Area is divided between Fox North (under 

Pelican blocks 1A and 2A) and Fox South (under Pelican blocks 3A and 

4A).  Aircraft will ensure separation by remaining within their block 

assignment and altitude.  No ATC traffic separation is provided 

between military aircraft or between military and civilian aircraft 

operating in the Fox working area.  Standard VFR “See and Avoid” 

principles shall apply. 

 

4.7.4  Fox Working Area Departure Procedures.  Aircraft shall exit the 

Fox working area by maneuvering to the transition layer or exiting the 

airspace laterally.  Formations desiring to depart via the Point Jay 

course rules will self-announce their departure on 254.9 UHF/CH 12. 

 

“Vegas flight, departing Fox 4 South for course rules.” 

 

If weather precludes use of the transition altitudes, aircraft may 

transit along block lines between blocks.  Once clear laterally or 

vertically from the airspace continue on course or join course rules 

as described in Chapter 3. 
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Area Fox 

Figure 4-10 

 
4.8  AREA THREE (3)  

 

    a.  Area 3 is bounded to the north by V-198; to the west by a line 

from V-198 southeast through Pace, to the east end of I-10 bridge, and 

the west shore of the Bagdad Peninsula, south along the Garcon Point 

Bridge to the southern shore of Santa Rosa Island; on the south by the 

southern shore of Santa Rosa Island; and on the east by Restricted 

Area 2915 (HWY 87 to the south end of Yellow River Bridge, then due 

north to HWY 90 and northeast on HWY 90 to Holt) and north from Holt 

to V-198.  All training maneuvers should be conducted south of I-10.  

Area 3 is primarily used for Contact, and Maintenance flights from the 

surface to 9,500’ MSL.  The Out-of-Control-Flight Training Area will 

also incorporate the airspace above the ceiling of Area 3 up to 

14,500’ MSL.  The Eastern Spin Area extends from 5,000’ MSL to 17,500’ 

MSL.   

(a)  

1A 

2A 

3A 

4A 
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    b.  An increase in commercial and military traffic and potential 

for Near Mid-Air Collision (NMAC) incidents has generated the need for 

improved communication between Pensacola Approach, commercial traffic, 

and PTC Aircraft.  The procedures listed herein are specialized for 

Area 3 only. 

 

    c.  Instructor pilots shall maintain a discrete squawk and VHF 

radio contact with Pensacola Approach while operating in Area 3. 

 

4.8.1  Common Use Section Lines 

 

    a.  Aerobatics will be flown in Area 3 along the following section 

lines.  They are listed in order of TRACON requested priority to 

minimize risk and provide maximum separation from arriving and 

departing civilian traffic.  Pilots are encouraged to use the 

following section lines in order: 

 

        (1) Choctaw:  Extended runway centerline, Choctaw NOLF. 

 

        (2) Highway 98:  East along HWY 98 on the Gulf Breeze 

peninsula from the Garcon Point Bridge to the Navarre Bridge. 

 

        (3) Beach:  Imaginary points on the Gulf side of the beach due 

south of the Garcon Point Bridge to due south of the Navarre Bridge. 

 

WARNING:  The VARRE Intersection, located just south of the Navarre 

Bridge, is the eastern arrival/departure gate for Pensacola TRACON.  

Expect a high volume of civilian air traffic using this arrival 

checkpoint. 

 

WARNING:  The beach line is also part of the “Beach Training Area” 

used extensively for civilian general aviation training (operating on 

123.3 VHF).  This area is a high-density traffic area. 

 

WARNING:  There is a General Aviation Practice Area over NOLF Choctaw 

surface to 5,000’ MSL during non-operating hours and 2,700’ MSL to 

5,000’ MSL when Choctaw Tower is open. 
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 Area 3 Common Use Section Lines 

NOTE:  Not to scale. 

Figure 4-9 
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4.8.2  OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR AEROBATICS/OCF TRAINING 

 

    a.  Radio setup south of I-10. 

 

        (1) 119.0 VHF/CH 7 Pensacola Approach (or as assigned). 

 

        (2) 299.5 UHF/CH 19 Area 3 Common.   

 

    b.  Remain on assigned discrete squawk.  

 

NOTE:  Aircraft entering Area 3 squawking 1200 can contact Pensacola 

Approach on 119.0 VHF for a discrete squawk. 

 

    c.  Do not cancel advisories crossing into Area 3. 

 

    d.  Coordinate section line with other aircraft on Area 3 Common 

(299.5 UHF/CH 19) passing I-10 or entering area. 

 

    e.  Report section line and intentions no more than 5 minutes 

prior to Pensacola Approach on 119.0 VHF/CH 7.  Examples: 

 

“Pensacola Approach, (call sign), aerobatics, Beach.” 

 

“Pensacola Approach, (call sign), OCF, Choctaw.” 

 

NOTE:  TRACON is aware of working altitudes and maneuvering 

requirements for both OCF and aerobatics.   

 

NOTE:  This communication sequence DOES NOT constitute clearance into 

the Class C Airspace.  TRACON will expect aircraft to remain clear 

unless entry is specifically requested. 

 

    f.  All aircraft will report completion of OCF or aerobatics on 

119.0 VHF/CH 7 (or as assigned) and state intentions.  Example: 

 

“Pensacola Approach, (call sign), aerobatics complete  

for Choctaw, cancel advisories.” 

 

    g.  Expect a squawk change to 1200 unless intending to join course 

rules.  Pilots shall continue to monitor Pensacola Approach for the 

entire flight duration in Area 3. 

 

4.8.3  Restrictions 

 

    a.  OCF and Aerobatics Training shall not be conducted over the 

Garcon Point Bridge or Bagdad Peninsula. 

 

    b.  Avoid airspace below 2,000’ AGL west of the Midway Antenna 

including Pensacola Bay and Santa Rosa Sound.   
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4.8.4  Eastern Spin Area 

 

    a.  The Eastern Spin Area extends from 5,500’ AGL to 17,500’ MSL 

and is located within the northwestern corner of W-155A.  For visual 

reference, pilots can use the Midway Antenna as the western boundary 

and the eastern edge of NOLF Holley as the eastern boundary within 3-6 

NM from Santa Rosa Island.  See Figure 4-11.   

     

    b.  Monitor Pensacola Approach (120.65 VHF) and Area 3 Common 

(299.5 UHF/CH 19). 

 

    c.  Entry to the Eastern Spin Area will be via Course Rules to 

Area 3 using Area 3 OCF flight plan.  Maintain squawk and request 

Eastern Spin Area. 

 

    d.  Military Assumes Responsibility for Separation of Aircraft 

(MARSA) applies in the Eastern Spin Area. 

 

4.8.5  Progressive Spin/Spiral Areas 

 

    a. PRIMARY:  North and South MOA. 

 

    b. ALTERNATES:  ATC may authorize altitude above 17,500’ MSL on a 

limited basis in Area 3 or Eastern Spin Area. 

 

WARNING:  Be alert for commercial, military, and general aviation 

traffic along the beach, HWY 98, and the VFR training areas near NOLF 

Choctaw and the Midway antenna. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eastern Spin Area 

Figure 4-11 
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